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A b s tra c t
In this dissertation, we study the Fourier transform and heat equation in the 
white noise set-up. It is known that the Fourier transform T  can be defined on the 
space (<S)* of generalized white noise functionals. We prove that T  is the adjoint 
of a certain linear operator 011 the space (S ) of test functionals.
O 11 the other hand, it is known that if /  is a bounded Lip-1 function 011 an 
abstract Wiener space with Gaussian measures Ft, then u(t) = P t f  solves the 
heat equation =  |A Gu(t) with initial condition u(0 ) =  /  where A q is the
Gross’ Laplacian. We show that if ip is in (»S), then u(t) =  Pt<p is also in (S) and 
satisfies ^ u( t ) =  |A gu(< ) with u(0) =  / .  The properties of some operators are 
also discussed.
In tro d u c tio n
W hite noise analysis was introduced by T. Hida in 1975 in order to study the 
functions of white noise and the derivative of Brownian motion. Hida proposed to 
use white noise - th e  time derivative of Brownian motion -  as coordinate systems to 
study such functionals 011 the space of tempered distributions. Since then the theory 
ohas been further developed and is regarded as an infinite dimcnsionsl calculus 011 
the space of S'(1R) of tem pered distributions.
In recent years, H ida’s ideas have been developed by a large num ber of people, 
e.g., [KT 80, 81], [Kuo 82, 83], [PY 89], [KY 89], [Kuo 89, 90], [KPS 91], [PS 91], 
and the monograph in preparation by Hida-Kuo-Potthoff-Streit [HKPS 92].
The Fourier transform plays central roles in the finite dimensional distribution 
theory. Although the Lcbesgue measure does not exist in infinite dimensional spaces, 
the Fourier transform can be introduced in the space (S )* of generalized white 
noise functionals, this has been done in the series of paper by H.-H. Kuo [Kuo 
82,89,90], [HKO 91]. The Fourier transform T  has many similar properties as finite 
dimensional case, e.g., the Fourier transform carries coordinate differentiate into 
m ultiplication and vice versa. It plays an essential role in the theory of differential 
equations in infinite dimensional spaces.
An im portant example of partial differential equation in the infinite dimensional 
space is heat equation w ith Gross’ Laplacian operator. This equation has been 
studied by Gross [Gr 67].
In this dissertation, we give an another approach to Kuo’s Fourier transform 
and derive some more properties. O11 the other hand, we shall construct and inves­
tigate a solution of the heat equation in the white noise set-up.
In the following we describe the result more precisely. Let (S' (M)B,  pt.) be the 
white noise probability space, where B  is the Borel algebra of the weak topology of
1
S'(JR.) and the measure /x is determined by
1
L exp(i(x,G))dp(x) -  exp{-^ |£ |^ ), ^ £ S(JR), s >(jh) z
where we denote {•, •) as the dual pairing between S' (M)  and S(M),  and the norm 
of L 2(El,du)  is denoted by | - 12 -
Let (L2) denote the space Z,2 (£'(Jfi), Z3,/x). I11 Hida’s article [Hi 75], it was 
emphasized to consider triples of white noise functionals. A particular choice of a 
triple white noise functionals is given by
(S) C (L2) C (5)-,
and its construction will be reviewed in Chapter 1 .2 . The elements in (S)* are 
called Hida distribution. The dual pairing between (<S)* and (S) will be denoted
by «•,•»•
The following S -  and ^-transform ations play im portant roles in white noise 
analysis, they are defined as follows:
For ip £ (L2),£ £ S(JR), its <S-and T — transforms are given by [Hi 75, KT 80]:
J S ' ( J R )
? > ( £ ) =  /  exp(i(x,^))ip(x)dfi{x),
J S ' ( f f i )
where {•, •) denotes the dual pairing between S' (M)  and S(M).  From the translation 
formula for Gaussian measures [Kuo 75], we have
=  exp(—^ - )  [  exp((x,£))tp(x)dn(x).
1 Js'(m)
Since for all £ £ S(M)  and X £ d7, the functional x  1— > exp(A{a;,£)) is an element 
in («S), we can extend the S -  and T -  transforms to (5)* in the following way:
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For $  € ( S ) \
S 0 ( O  = (($,e<-e> » e - M  
=  «$ , : c<-*« :»,
r«> (o  =  p , e i<^)>,
where : e^'f̂  := 1̂ 1*.
The Fourier transform T  was introduced by H.-H. Kuo 011 (5)* [Kuo 89, 90] 
as follows:
(S.F$)(0 = S$(-iOe“*l€l*.
Using the analytic property of <S$, both sides of this equation are well defined 
and T  is a continuous linear transformation on (S)*.
In this paper, we will define T  in analogy with the definition of the finite 
dimensional Fourier transform 011 S'(M),  i.e., we construct it as the adjoint of a 
continuous linear operator Q on the space (<S), ~  ({<]>, £7̂ >)},. It turns out
tha t Q can be expressed explicitly as the product of two continuous linear operators 
011 («S), i.e., Q =  TZ o cr_ i5 where 7Z is the renormalization mapping from («S) into 
itself introduced in [Ya 90], and ax is the scaling by A:
(a\<p){x) =  <p(Xx).
Moreover, the commutation relations of these transforms with differential op­
erators yield new proofs of the results about, e.g., T  maps differential operators 
into multiplication operators and a number of other formulas in [HKO 91] and [Kuo 
82, 89, 90].
In the second chapter, we will investigate the fundamental solution of the heat 
equation on Consider a function u on M+ x
- u ( t , x ) =  ^A G u(f,i), t > 0, x  £ S' (M)  at 2
u(0,x) = f (x ) ,  f  £ (<S),
where the Gross’ Laplaciau A g is an infinite dimensional analogue of the finite 
dimensional Laplaciau on JRn
71 ~  Q x .2
t = 0  ‘
It turns out that one can construct a solution u(t,  •) of the above heat equation
as
■u(t,x) =  Pt f (x)
= J  f ( x  + y)dPt(y),
where Pt denote the Gaussian measure on S'(1R) with variance t  > 0. We show that 
u(t,  •) belongs to (5) for all t > 0. This representation of u gives a fundamental 
solution of the heat equation, which is represented by € (<S)* in the sense of 
a  generalized Radon-Nikodym derivative. We study also its S — , T — and Fourier 
transforms of this.
C h a p te r  1 F ourier T ransfo rm
1.1 A b s tra c t W ien er Spaces
Let H  be a real seperable Hilbert space with inner product {•, •) and norm 
!' | =  y/ •). T  will denote the partially ordered set of finite dimensional orthogonal 
projection P  of H.
A subset E  of H  of the following form is called a cylinder set,
E  =  { x  £ H, P x  e F},
where P  £ T  and F  is a Borel subset of PH,  71 will denote the collection of cylinder 
sets.
R em ark . 7?. is a field, but not a a —field.
D efin ition  1.1.1.
A function /  in H  of the form f ( x )  =  <f>(Px) is called a cylinder function, where 
(f> is a Borel function defined in P H  and P e f .
D efin ition  1.1.2.
Gauss measure on H  is the set function (i from 71 into [0, oo) defined as follows: 
If E =  {x £ H\ P x  € F}
then n{E)  =  ( ^ ) ” f F dx, 
where n  =  dimPiif and dx  is the Lebesgue measure of PH.
R em ark , (i is finitely additive, but not cr—additive.
Take an orthogonal basis of H.  Define a Borel measure /iei,...,e„ in
]Rn by
f̂ Ci {F'} =  fJ-{x £ H ; ({x , e j),..., ( i ,  en )) £ P}-
Then fj,eit,„ten(F) is a consistent family of probability measures. Therefore, by 
Kolmogorov's theorem, there exist a probability space (ft, in) and random variables
5
6
f i 5£2 ,-"  such th a t for any n,
m {w ;(fi(w ),...,£„(aO ) 6 ^ } =  fiei e„ (P ) = fi{x  G H; ( ( x , e  i ) , ..., (x, en)) G P}.
R e m a rk . {£„} is an independent sequence of Gaussian random variables. 
D e fin itio n  1.1 .3 .
A seminorm | • || on H  is called measurable if for every e > 0, there exists 
Po € T  such th a t fx{\\Pxl > e} < e VP J. Pq and P  G T .
R e m a rk s .
1. If dim(P")=oo then | • | is not a measurable norm.
2 . 1 • | is weaker than | • |.
3. Suppose T  is a bounded operator on H, ||x| =  |Tx| is measurable if and only if 
T  is a  Hilbert-Schmidt operator.
Let us take a measurable norm | • J and complete H with respect to | • J. 
D e fin itio n  1 .1 .4 .
Let B  be the completion of H  with respect to | • |. Then B  is a  Banach space
and H  is dense in B.  i will denote the inclusion map of H  into B.  The triple
(i , H , B )  is called an A bstract Wiener Space.
D e fin itio n  1.1.5.
Let (i be the Gauss measure on H.  Define
y,{x e  5 |((k ,2 /i), (z,Z/n)) G E}
=  [i{x G , y i ),..., (x, f/n)) G P},
where the t/' s are in B* and ( , ) denotes the natural pairing between B  and B*.
Notation : A set of the form {x  G B \ ( ( x , y i ) , . . . , ( x , yn )) G E}  is called a cylinder 
set in B.  Let 7Zb  denote the collection of cylinder sets in B.
7
T h e o re m  1.1 .6 . [G l’oss]
fi is a —additive in the o —field generated by TZb - Hence /i lias a unique exten­
sion on ct(7Zb )-
Define ) I e c~ Jl ^ x 1 t > 0. fit is called Gauss measure on H
with param eter t. Define fit on TZb  accordingly, then flt has a unique extension to 
Borel field of B.
R e m a rk s .
1. Pt  will denote the extension of flt to a Borel field B of B. It is called Wiener 
measure w ith variance t.
2. Observe th a t in I i n,
Hence Pt(A)  =  Also define Pt ( x , •) by Pt(x ,A)  =  Pt(A — x)] call it the
Gaussian mesure with mean x  and variance t.
1 . 2  W h ite  N o ise  A na ly sis
W hite noise analysis is based on the notion of white noise B, the tim e derivative 
of Brownian Motion. Since the paths of the Brownian Motion H (t), cannot be 
realized via a set of continuous sample paths. Hence one has to allow generalized 
functions over l i  as the 'pa ths ' of B. A convenient choice is the Schwartz space 
S ^ I i )  of tem pered distributions which is the dual of S(M),  the Schwartz space of 
real valued rapidly decreasing C°° functions on II.
We have the  following continuous inclusions : S(M)  C L 2(M)  C S'iJR).
We equip S'(Ml) with the a —algebra B  generated by the cylinder sets in S'(JR.). 
Furthermore, we define the white noise measure /i on (S'(JR), B) via its characteristic
functional
[  exp(i{x,^))dp(x)  =  e x p (- i |f l§ ) , £ € S(I l ) ,
J S ' ( I R )  *
where we denote the typical clement in S'(It.) by x,  the dual pairing of S ' (H)  and 
S ( I t )  by {•, •), and the norm of L2(It ,du)  ( where du is the Lebesgue measure ) by 
j • I2 . We call (S'(It) ,  13, /j.) the White Noise Space.
R e m a rk . For each £ in S(M),  the random variable {•,£) on (S' (I t ) ,  B, fi) is 
Gaussian distributed with mean 0 and variance |£ ||.
Consider the Hcrmite polynomial of degree n, n  € JV0 ,
B n(u) = ( - 1
Then Hn (u) satisfies the differential equation :
K ( u )  -  2uH'n(u) +  2nHn(u) =  0.
The Hennite function of order ?i, n € JN0, is defined by en(u) =  (y/Tr2nn\)~? Hn(u)e~ 
Note that for all n  € Wq, {en} € S( I i )  and forms an orthonormal basis for 
L 2(It) = L2(Ii ,du).
Let A be the self-adjoint extension of differential operator _ 5u3' +  +  “ 2) 011
S ( I t )  to L 2(It).
One can check that en is an eigenfunction of A with eigenvalue 2n +  2, i.e.,
Aen =  (2n +  2)en, n  € W q.
For each p € I t  , define a norm j / |2lP =  |AP/ | 2 , where /  6  S( I t )  and | • (2 
denotes the norm of L 2(It).
For p > 0, Sp(It)  denotes the completion of S(M)  with respect to the norm 
I • [2 ,pi by S-p( I i )  we denote the dual of Sp(Ii).  The norm of S - p(Ii)  is given by
Note th a t the Schwartz space S(JR) of test functions is equal to the intersection 
of the spaces S P(M) and its topology is equivalent to the projective limit topology 
generated by the family of the norms | • |2,p.
The Schwartz space of tempered distributions is the dual of S ( S l ), and
it is equal to the union of the spaces S - p(Ml) .
Moreover we have the following inclusion maps:
S(JR) C  SP(R)  C  L 2(M) C  S - p{]R) C  £ '(!? ) , p > 0.
Let x E S'(Ml) and note that for every n G IN its 7i-tli symmetric tensor product
x0u belongs to S ' ( R n).
We define the Wick ordering : x0n ;G S ' ( S ln) of distributions [ HKPS, HP 90,
PY  89] by the following :
: x®° : =  1 
: x®1 : =  x
: x0n : =: x0(n- a) : -  (72 -  1) : x 0<"-2> : ®Tr
where T r  is the following distribution in S ' ( M 2): if rj G S(M2), then (T r ,77) =
fj^Tj(t,t)dt. Informally, i.e., regarding a distribution x  as as a function x(t),  this 
definition says that
: 1 : =  1 
: x(t)  : =  x(t)
: x 0 2 (£ i,t2) : =: x (t!)x (t2) :=  x(ti)x(£2) -  <?(*i -  *2 )
n —1
: x ( t i ) - - ’x ( tn ) : =: x(<a) • • • x ( t (n_i)) : x ( tn ) -  ^  : x ( t 1) - - - (k)  ■■■x(tn- 1) : 6(tk - t n )
k= 1
where {k ) denotes that x( tk) is deleted in the product.
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(L2) =  L 2(S'(M),B,fi) .  By the Wiener-Ito theorem [Hi 80, HKPS], the space 
(L2) has the following orthogonal decomposition :
(Z2) =  © !<•„,
n=0
where K n consists of all multiple Wiener integrals of order n  or ro-tli homogenous 
chaos, i.e., each <pn in K n has the following expression :
(P n ( x ) =  {: *®n :,/«>, / n 6 W ,  
where L2(Sln) is the symmetric L2(Mn).
Also for each ip e (L2) can be written as follows :
CO
V =  5 2 v 5h(.'c)
n=0
00




Ml = X >  l/„li-
n=0
where |j • denotes the norm of (L2) and | • | denotes the norm of L 2(Mn).
Now we are costructing the spaces (<S) and (<S)* by the following way. Consider 
the second quantization T(A) of A  which is defined densely 011 (L 2) by
OO
<p(x) -  x ®n :./» ),
71=0
OO
T(A)tp(x) =  £<: e S'{R).
n = 0
where A®"/n means that A  acts on every argument of f n. T(A) also denotes the 
self -adjoint extension.([Si 74])
11
For each p G JR., define a norm | * b.p by
!^I2,P =  I I W V I 2,
where the last norm is the one of (L 2). Define (S ) p as the domain of the operator 
T(A)p, i.e., (S ) p =  {<p G {L2)\\tp\2,p < oo}.
Let (5 ) be the  projective limit of (S)p, p  > 0 . (5) is called the space of white 
noise test functionals. The dual of (S ) is denoted by (S)*, and it is called the space 
of Hida distributions. (5)* is equal to the union of the spaces (£)*, p  > 0, and (S ) 
is equal to  the intersection of the space {S ) p. The canonical dual pairing between 
(S)* and (5 ) will be denoted by {(d>,< )̂), G (S)*,<p G (S ).
We make convension th a t {(•,•)) is linear in both  factors. Therefore, if <I> G 
(L 2) C (-S')*, then we have
«$,VP» =  (£>,£>)(L2)
1.3 F in i te  D im e n s io n a l F o u rie r  T ra n s fo rm  a n d  F o u r ie r-M e h le r  T ra n s ­
fo rm .
Consider the Fourier transform on Eik :
f ( y )  = (2tT)~k/2 [  e~i<!B'v>f ( x )dx .  (3.1)
JRk
T here are several difficulties to generalize the Fourier transform to infinite dimen­
sional spaces. For example, the factor (2vr) ^Z2 tends to zero as k  —» oo, the 
Lebesgue measure does not exist in the limit. However, these difficulties can be 
overcome by rewriting equation (3.1) in a dimension free form. Suppose y  is an 
J2fc-valued normal random  variable with mean 0 and covariance operator I .
Then for fixed x  in M k,
E ye~i<x'v> =  e - **1!2.
12
Define the renormalization
. e - i < x , y >  .y of e - i < x , y >
with respect to the y variable by
: e~i<x,v> :y= e~i<x'y>/ E ye~i<x,v>.
Then
. e ~ i < x , y >  +
W ith this renormalization, we can rewrite equation (3.1) as follows:
f ( y )  -  f  : e~t<x,v> \y f (x)dy{x) ,  (3.2)
JRk
where y  is the standard Gaussian measure on JRk. In white noise calculus, one can 
consider the limit of the of M k, where k tends to infinity as the space S'{JR) of 
tempered distributions.
Certainly, the standard Gaussian measure y. on S'(JR.) exists and the renormal­
ized exponential function makes sense. Thus equation (3.2) leads to a definition of 
Fourier transform on the white noise space (S'(JR), B, y).  This has been done in 
[Kuo 82, Kuo 89, Kuo 90].
Consider the Fourier-Mehler transform with param eter 6 on R k:
(Fo f ) { v )=  [  L( x , y ) f ( x )dx ,  (3.3)
J n k
where the kernel function L(x ,y )  is given by
L(x , y )  =  [tt(1 -  e2 te ) ] " fc/ 2 « c p ( ^  <  x , y  > ^ ( N 2 +  lz/|2))-
For the case k =  l ,  see [Hi 80]
Just as in the case of Fourier transform (when 6 =  —tt/2), there are several
difficulties to generalize the Fourier-Mehler transform to infinite-dimensional space.
13
However the same trick as above can be used to rewrite cquation{3.3) in a dimension 
free form.
Consider the following function
Suppose y is an I?1-valued normally distributed random variable. Then for fixed x  
in M k, the expectation of g (x , y ) with respect to y is given by
B vg ^ , y )  =  [ i ( l  -  e2" ) ] * ' 2 c x p [ ( j ^  -  i )  |z |2].
If we define multiplicative renormalization of g(x , y) with respect to y by J\fyg(x, y) = 
g (x , y ) / E vg(x,y) ,  then Myg{x,y)  is equal to
M l  -  e2i» r t / 2 (2 Ir)l /2 CiW ” exp(5 i ?  < x , y >  +  l»|2))-
Therefore, we can rewrite the Fourier-Mehler transform with parameter 6 in equa­
tion (3.3) as follows:
(Fof)(y) = [  f {x)Af y e x p ( < x , y  > „ \y\2)dp{x). (3.4)
J  Jftk s i l l  C7 £  t a i l  U
1.4 S —T ransfo rm , T —'T ransfo rm , an d  F ourie r T ran sfo rm
In this section, we discuss the Fourier transform in infinite dimensions intro­
duced by H.-H. Kuo [Kuo 82, 89, 90] in terms of the S -  and T-transform . 
D efin ition  1.4.1. For <p 6  (L2), its S -  and T-transform s are defined by the 
following: [Hi 75], [KT 80]
( S ( p ) { 0 - = f  <p{x + Z)dix(x), and (4.1)
JS'(R)
( ? » ( £ )  : =  /  exP(i < x }£ >)<p(x)dfi(x), £ e  S(R) .  (4.2)
J S ' ( R )
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By using the translation formula for Gaussian measures [Kuo 75],
If I2 f
(Sy>)(0 =  exp(---- 5 3-) /  exp(< x ,£  >)tp(x)dp(x).  (4.3)
1  J S ' ( R )
(Sip) is often called the (/-functional of ip. Since for all A E C  and f  E S(JR), 
the functional x  *—► exp(A <  x ,£  > ) is an element in (S),  we can extend the S -  and 
T -transform s continuously to (5)* as follows.
D e fin itio n  1.4 .2 . For <I> E (S)*,  f  E S(M),
=  « * ,:e< --« > :» , (4.4)
(T<t)(() : = ( ( $ , (4.5)
R e m a rk s . For z E C,  f  E S( I i ) ,  y E S ' ( l i ),
1. : e z< ’S> :=  e2< ’̂ >—2 *2 l£la and : ez<',̂ > :E (S ) .
2. For all $  E (S)*,  T4> and 54> are everywhere defined functions on S(M).
3. ( S$) ( z$)  =  « $ ,:  ez< -«> :)) =  e-5 * 2 !^«$ ,e*< *’«>», (T $)(z£ ) =  ((<f>,eiz<-<*>)).
4. For /  6  L 2(JR), : e2< ’'>  := S(: ez< ^ >  :)(£) =  e2< ^ > .
5. <S(: e2< ’w> :)(£) =  ez<v^>.
From the definitions (4.4) and (4.5), it is easy to see the following relations.
(T<5)(f) = e-M(s$)(if), (4.6)
(<S$)(£) =  e - i l  £l’ (T # ) ( - i{ ) .  (4.7)
The infinite dimensional analogue of equation (3.2) to the space (S'(1R),B, p.)
is
(Jr$ ) ( £ ) =  [  $ (z ): exp (-z  <  x , y  > ) : dp(x).  (4.8)
JS'(R)
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However we can not use this as the definition of the Fourier transform, because 
the renormalization : e~l<x,y> :y with respect to the y- variable is not a test func­
tional 011 S' ( I I )  in the a>variable. To overcome this difficulty, take the S -  transform 
of equation(4.8). Then by (4.4), we get
(<S.F$)(£) =  [  #(:c)exp( - i  < x ,£ >y)d/j,(x)
JS'(R)
=  «*,«-*<■•*>», Z e S ( M ) .
Moreover we can express the above pairing as follows;
{(<L\e~l<,^ >)) =  (4.9)
Now suppose that $  6  (cS)*. Then by [PS 91], the function in equation(4.9) is 
the S -  transform of some generalized white noise functional in («S)*. Hence we can 
define the Fourier transform as follows [Kuo 89a, 90].
D efin itio n  1.4.3. For £ € 5(12), $  € (5)*,
(5.F4>)(£) =  (5 fc )(- iO e " » l€l’ , (4.10)
or equivalently,
From the formula (4.6) and Definition (4.5), we can deduce the following formula 
for the Fourier transform T:
L em m a  1.4.4. For any 5> e (5)*, and £ G <S(12),
=  T - 15<&. (4.11)
P ro o f. It is enough to show that =  (54>)(f).
( T T $ ) ( 0  = e -* l€laS(.F$)(iO
=  (5® )«). ■
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Also from [HKPS],we have the following result:
For any $  € (»?)*, there exists p € JV, so that $  is in one-to-one correspondence 
with a sequence (F^n\ n  € JV), F (n) £ S —p(Mn), n  £ JV.
We write $  ~  ( F ^ )  for this correspondence. In particular, for any n £
JV, F ^  £ S ' ( lRn). Moreover, the S-transform  of $  is given by («S<I>)(£) =
££°=o « F (rt), £®n)>. Therefore we can compute
5 [T (-i)# l« ) =  (4.12)
where T(A) is the second quantization of the multiplication by A € G. I.e., if
$  ~  ( F ^ ) ,  then r(A)<5 ~  ( \ nF W ) .
Also from [MY 89], we have the following property:
For <&, there exists element called the Wick product
of 3? and such that
S [$  o * } ( 0  =  S [* ](O S [* ](0 . e e S(JR).
Using the above property, the following holds.
L e m m a  1.4.5. For every $  £ (<S)*,
F% =  r(-i)$o<50, (4.13)
where <5S, x  6  ^ ( J ^ ) ,  is the evaluation at x.
P ro o f . Using the fact th a t <S#o(0 =  exp< ,s> :)) =  e— a 1̂ H, we compute in
the following way.
<S[.F$ ] ( 0  =  (S S X - iO e " * 1̂
=  (S * )(- tO (S * o ) ( 0  
=  «S[r(-i)$](^)5[50 ](e)
=  S [ r ( - i ) $ o t f 0](0 -
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Since <S-transform is injective [HKPS, Kuo 90], we can conclude the proof of the
Also the following holds. L e m m a  1.4.6. T(—i) is unitary on every (5)^,
where Cp =  ||<5o||2 , - P <  oo. ■
1.5 T h e  A d jo in t o f th e  F o u rie r T ran sfo rm
In the finite dimensional situation, we have for any T  G S^JR.^), f  G <S(
{FT,  f )  =  ( T , F f ) .  Actually this relation serves often as the definition of the Fourier 
transformation. But in the white noise calculus, the analogous relation which would
Lemma.
p E  M.
P ro o f. Let #  G (S )*, so that $  G («S)_P for some p G JN. Then
Now we have the following result.
T h e o re m  1.4.7. The mapping —* F $  is strongly continuous on («S)*.
P ro o f. Let $  G (<S)*. Then there exists p, large enough, such that
where F ^  G S ' ( M n) for every n  G IN. By Lemmas 1.4.5 and 1.4.6, and [MY 89],





read for $  G (5)*, <p G (<S), ((T$><p)) = ({$>,T<p)), does not even make sense because 
Tip G (5)* instead of being an element in (<S). For example, equation (4.10) shows 
that T1  =  Sq G (<S)*, although 1 G (<S).
In this section, however, we show the existence of a continuous transformation 
Q on (5), so that ((T^,tp)) = ((Q>,Gip)) for all $  G (tS)*, ip G (<S). Moreover, we give 
an explicit formula for the mapping ip t—► Qip.
Because (S ) is a nuclear Frcchet space [HKPS, KT 80, Yo 90], both (5) and 
(S)m are reflexive [GV 6 8 ], where we consider (S )* as equipped with the strong 
topology. By the strong continuity of the Fourier transform (Theorem 1.4.7), we 
find the following result.
T h e o re m  1.5.1. For every tp G (S ), there exists Qip G (S) such that for all 
* e (5)', <(F<&,V» = (($,S<p)).
P ro o f. Let ip G (S) and <& G (S)*. Consider the linear mapping : 4? —> ((^r$,y?)). 
By the Theorem 1.4.7 there exists p G Wo, and a constant Cp > 0, that we may 
estimate as follows.
< \ \ m \ 2 , - P- y t \ \ v h , r ^ n
^  Cpll<l?ll2 ,-j,||<£i||2,p+l/2 -
Therefore the mapping is linear and continuous on (<S)*. Thus we can 
conclude that
e « s n *  S  (5),
i.e., there exists Qip G («S) such that
W ith a similar argument, one can show the continuity of ip Qip. 
T h e o re m  1.5.2. The mapping Q : ip —* Qip is continuous on (<S).
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P ro o f . Let <p € (5). Then with some p € JNo,
\ \Sv>h,p= sup |«£</>, $ » |
=  sup |({:F$, </?))(
II'̂ IIs. - psi
< sup H ^ ^ lh .-p - l^ lM ta .p + l^
Il*ll2.-P<l
<  s u p  C p | |< L | |2 , - p | | H | 2 , p + l / 2
| | [I ' | | 2 . - P < 1
^  CplM i2 ,p+l/2 - ■
Now we derive an explicit formula for the m apping Q. Denote by £  the algebra 
generated by e,< ' ’̂ > , £ € S(M).  Let ip = We prove the following result.
L e m m a  1 .5 .3 . For $  6  (S)*, « .F$ , e*<^>)) =  ((€>,: e <^>  :».
P ro o f . By the Lem m a 1.4.5 and the definition of 5-transform ,
< ( ^ , e i< -’€>» =  ( ( T i - i ^ o ^ e ^ ' ^ ) )
= ( ( r { - i ) $ o 6 0,: e*<,’̂ > :»e” *l€la
=  e“ ^ ^ “5 [ r ( - z )5 J ©$o](*f)
=  e -* l«& S [r(-i)& ](iO W o)(*£ )
= 5[r ( - i ) m o  
= «r(-z)$,:e*<’*>:)) 
= ({$,r(-z):e'<-’«> :))
=  « $ ,:  e<,<€> :)>. ■
It follows from this lemma, for (p =  e*< ‘,̂ > , Qtp equals to : e<‘̂ > :
Let us denote the m apping el< ‘,f> — e< ‘,€> : as Q.
By the Lemma 1.4.4, we can give another proof for the  above Lemma.
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S eco n d  P ro o f .
((T$, €*<■•<>)) =  TT1>(0
=  T ( T - 'S ) * ( { )
= <S*)(0
= «€>,: e< -«> :».
Therefore,
g ei<-£> _ . e<-.€> . . B
Actually, the mapping Q can be implemented as follows.
L e m m a  1 .5 .4 . The mapping Q is given by T (— x) o o T(y/2),  where o \  is the
scaling by A:
er\<p(x) = ip{\x)
P ro o f .
r ( - i )  o txl/y/s o r(V^)ei<,l€> = r ( —z) o tr1/y/s ° r( V2) : e<<-*€> : e ~ ^
=  T( —i) o cr1 / y / 2 :
= r ( - i )  o o'1/ v/2 e v̂ l<‘,f>e« 1̂ 1=
=: e<-’€> : . ■
Similar to the  proof of the lemma 1.5.4, we have the following.
L e m m a  1 .5 .5 . Q can be also represented by a  i o T (\/2) o cr_j.7a
R e m a rk . Q can also be written as r ( — i) o 7Z, where 71 is the renormalization 
m apping introduced by Yan [Ya 90], 71 =  ° r(\/2).
L e m m a  1 .5 .6 . For A e 47, T(A) and cr\ are continuous on {<5).
P ro o f . For A 6  47, IT*(A) is continuous on (5) by the Lemma 1.4.6 and continuity 
of the  <7a on (S)  follows from the proof in [HKPS](or cf. [PY 89]). ■
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T h eo re m  1.5.7. Q has a continuous extension to (S ) which is equal to Q. In
particular, for all ip G («S), $  € (<S)*,
«^®,d>» = «0 ,<?(?»,
where
G =  T ( - i )  o <71/n/2 o T(\/2) =  (71/v^  o T(V2) o 
P ro o f. As we know, from Lemma 1.5.3, for any tp G £, $  G
Hence Q = G on £. Since £ is dense in (5), and 5 is continuous by Lemma 1.5.6 and 
linear on (S), G has continuous linear extension to (*S). Since Q is also continuous 
and linear, the extension of G coincide with Q. ■
The following related result might sometimes be useful.
P ro p o s itio n  1.5.8. T(—i) o 71 = 7lo o - i  on (S ).
P ro o f. I t is well known (cf. [PY 89], [Ya 90]) that <j\, A G (C, and 71 are continuous 
on (<S). By the Lemma 1.4.6, we also know that T(A), A G (C, is continuous on 
(S).  Therefore 7 £ o o _ i ,r (—«') o7Z are continuous from («S) into (S).  On £, we have
71 o o-_» =  T (—i) o TZ, (cf. Lemmas 1.5.4 and 1.5.5). Since £ is dense in (5), the
continuity mapping yields that T(—i) o7l  = 7lo  o_i on (5). ■
E x am p le  1.5.9.
G : e< ’̂ > := e—
P ro o f.
G : e<s€> : =  T ( - i )  o <7^  ° T(V2) : e< ^> :
-  r ( - i )  o £71/v/2 : e< ’̂ > :
= r (—i) o 2e<
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=  r ( - i ) e <'’f>e 
=  r ( - i )  : e<^>  : e- i / 2 l€ll
e-i<;S> . e- i / 2 |€lS 
=  e- i < ’̂ >.
1 . 6  F ourier — M eh ler T ransfo rm
In this section we will study the Fourier -  Mehler transform which was in­
troduced in [Kuo 83, 90b]. The Fourier -  Mehler transform with one dimensional 
parameter space was extended to white noise functionals in [Hi 80]. As for the 
Fourier transform, the infinite dimensional analogue of equation (3.4) to the space 
is
(Jre$ ) ( y )=  [  ®{x )Ny exp(-r^— < x , y  > -  % \y\2)dfi(x), (6 .1 )
J s ' ( S i )  sm^ 2 ta n 0
where $  € («S)*.
However, we can not use this equation as the definition of the Fourier -  Mehler 
transform because the renormalization
•Wi' exp(a ^ <a:'!' > - 2 4 ? |!'|2>
is a Hida distribution(cf. [Kuo 90b]). Therefore an interpretation of the integral in 
(6.1) as dual pairing could not make sence for $  6  (*S)*. To overcome this difficulty, 
we take the 5-transform  of (6.1).
Since
SAfy exp(-^— < x , y  > M 2)(£)sin u 2 tan fj
Ati ^  1 A 6 ____/lid’l l
We have
=  exp(el < x,£  >  - ~ e l cos0j£|2), £ e S(M),
S ( F e* ) ( 0  = ({*,exp(eie < ,£ > - I e*>cos0|£|i)», £ 6  S(M).  (6 .2 )
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Also
S ( $ ) ( e " 0  =  «i>,cxp( c i0 < > ) ) ) c x p ( - |c 2i6 cos«K | | ) 1 { g S{H) .  (6.3)
Hence from (6.2), and (6.3), we can conclude that
5(JF«,l>)(:r) = 5 (I> )(e i8 f ) c x p ( je " s in # |{ |l )  (6.4)
Equation (6.4) is a 17-functional in the sense of (PS 89]. Hence we can use the 
equation (6.4) as the definition of the Fourier -  Mehler transform of
D e fin itio n  1 .6 .1 . The Fourier -  Mehler transform of 4? € (<S)* with parameter 
6 G M  is the Hida distribution J-q<& with S  -  transform given by
S ( r ^ m )  =  S ( i .) ( e « 0  o x p ( |e "  sin 0 |^ ) ,  (  S 5(271). 
or equivalently,
^ ® ) ( « )  =  « ^ e x p (e i<,< . , e > - i e " CoS« |f|?)» , (  g S(M).  (6.5)
R e m a rk s .
1 T q is a linear operator from (iS)* into itself.
2 =  T .
From Theorem 1.5.7, we have that the Fourier transform T  is the adjoint of a 
continuous linear operator Q from (£) into itself. On the other hand, from [HKO 





(GeV>)(x) :=  x®n :,gn {<p))-
n = 0
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Here we have set
= f l  ■n^ r )!(r ing)me,(m+n)°r0Tt * /2m+n>m=0
where
T®  =  I  6 f i  ® 6 t \ ®  . . . d t m
J  E l'"
and
( t  * / 2m + n ) ( ^ l ) "  ' i ^ n )  — /  / 2m + n ( ^ l  t ■Si i 1 ^2 » ' ' ' » 5m , 1 1, ■ • • , t n )dS] . . . d s m .
JEV"
Then Go is a continuous linear operator 011 (<S). And in fact, Go is the adjoint of 
Te.
Hence from (4.4) and( 6.5), for any <[> € (<S)*,
m ,G o  : e<-’*> :)) =  ((<I>, cxp(e^ < > ~ e i6 cos0 | ^ ) » .  (6 .6 )
Therefore
Go : e< : = exp(eie < •,£ > cosfllflj). (6.7)
Also from Kondrat’ev, £/_,r/2 =  G is given by
{G<p)(x) = (T<p)(-ix),
where T  is given by
(T^)(*) =  ((: e<,’1> :,</?)),
and where : e< ,1> :€ (<S)* with <S(: e<’,x> :)(£) =  e<1,^> , <p e  (S)
For general 9 € JR, we have Go = crp o T  o oa, where a  and (3 are solutions of 
the following equations:
aP =  et0, 1 — o? =  et9 cos 6.
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Consequently, Q =  G- n / 2  — &i3 o T o <ja with a(3 — —i, 1 — a 2 =  0 , i.e.,
Q =  (Ji 0 T O <7_i =  <7_j O T O £7]
E x a m p le  1 .6 .2 .
(Q : e< ' ,̂ > :)(x) =  (a_ i o T  o cri : e<‘,e> :)(a:) =  e—t<iC’̂ >.
P ro o f.
{ £  : e <  ' * >  : ) ( x )  =  ( a _ ;  o  Y  o o \  : e < ' ,^>  :)(ar)
=  (cr_j o T o (cr1e<'’̂ >)(a;)e- a ̂
=  <7_i o (T e<,’̂ > )(a:)e” 5l l̂ 
— cr_  .{{: e < ,x> : e < ’’^ >  :)}
=  a _ f ( 5 :  e < - ’« >  : ) ( 0  
=  a - i e <x'*>
_  e —* < x ,£ >  a
Also from Example 1.5.9, we have the same result.
Also from equation (6.7), we have the following result for Fourier-M ehler trans­
form.
T h e o re m  1 .6 .3 . The Fourier-M ehler transform T q,Q £ M,  is the adjoint of a  
continuous linear operator Go of (S ) given by
Go =  T(7 ) o o p o  r ( a ) ,
where a , /? and 7  are solutions of equations
or/? 7  =  e*e,
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a 2/327 2 — a 2/?2 +  a 2 =  et0 cos 9.
P ro o f. First we need to show the continuty of Gg- It has been proved in [PY 
89] that o A € 47 is continuous from (5) into itself. Also continuity of T(A) on 
(S) follows from Lemma 1.4.6. Therefore Qg is also continuous from (S ) into itself. 
Now suppose Qg is a continuous linear operator of («?) such tha t Tg =  Gg- From 
the equations (4.4) and (6.5), For any £ € S(M),
Go : e< ,€> := exp(el61 < •,£ > cosfl|£||). (6 .8 )
On the other hand, consider the following continuous linear operator of (S)
H  =  F(7 ) o o p o  T(a).
it is easy to see that
H  : e< ’?> := exp[a/3 7 (-,£) -  ^ ( a 2p 27 2 -  a 2/?2 +  a 2)|£||]. (6.9)
By comparing equations (6 .8 ) and (6.9), we conclude that Gg =  7i if a , P and 7  are 
solutions of the following equations:
a /? 7  =  e’°,
o?p27 2 — a 2p 2 +  Q2 =  e10 cos 9. ■
R e m a rk . Go can be also represented as o T(P) o oa , where a,/3 and 7  are 
solutions of the following equations
a /3 7  =  el9,
a 2/32 — a 2 +  1 =  et0 cos 9.
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1.7 . T ra n s fo rm a tio n  o f  D iffe re n tia l O p e ra to r s .
In this section, we use the adjoint F * of the Fourier transform ation to provide 
alternative proofs for a num ber of formulas established in [HKO 91].
Let y € S'(HI) be fixed. Assume th a t F  is an everywhere defined m apping from 
S'(Fl)  to JR(or <C). For x  6 S'(JR), consider the function A *-* F ( x  +  Ay) on JR. If 
this function is differentiable at A =  0, we say th a t F  is G ateaux differentiable at x  
in direction y  and denote
D yF (x )  : = -±-F(x + \ y ) \ x=0.
D yF ( x )  is called the G ateaux derivative of F  a t x  in direction y. If for every 
x  € S'(JR.), F  is G ateaux differentiable in direction y, we simply call F  Gateaux 
differentiable in direction y.
R e m a rk .
1. D y acts linearly and adm its the usual chain and product rules, (cf. e.g. 
Schwartz 1969)
2 . The choice y  =  6t , t  e M, dt and Ds, coincide on (5), where dt is introduced 
by H ida [Hi 75].
T he following are basic results.
T h e o re m  1 .7 .1 . [HKPS, PY  89]
(1) For every y € D y is continuous from (S ) into itself. In particular, (S) 
is infinitely often G ateaux differentiable in every direction of S'(JR).
(2) For 7/ € «S(JT2), Dy  is continuous from (<5>)* into itself.
(3) For y  € S'(1R), D* is continuous from (5)* into itself, where D* is the adjoint
of Dy.
(4) For 77 € S(JR) , D* is continuous from (<S) into itself.
Also we have the following rules.
R u le  1 .7 .2 . [HKPS]
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1 For x ,y  G S'(Ml), n  G iV, £,77 € S(Ml),
D y : a:®n := n  : a;® ” - 1  : ®y,
D y : <  - , 7/  > n : =  n <  y,Tj > : <  77
£>* :< •,£ > n:= :<  -,77 > <  •,£ > n: .
2 For y G S'(Ml), multiplication by X y =< -,y > is a strongly continuous map 
from (S) into (<S)*, so tha t for all <p G (S),
X vV =  (Dy +  Dy)(p.
T h e o re m  1.7.3. The following hold for any 77 G S(Ml.),
1 d ; q =  i g x v .
2 D VQ — —iQDv.
3 Dvg* =  - i Q * X v .
For the proofs we prepare the following lemmas.
L e m m a  1.7.4. The following formulas hold 011 (S). For 77 G S(Ml), A G € ,  A 7  ̂ 0,
(1 ) z?;r(A ) =  x ~ 1r(x)D*.
(2) D*ax = crxlX-'D; + X~l D v -  XDv].
P ro o f. For f  G S(Ml), X G € ,
^ F ( A )  :< •,£ > n : =  D*Xn :< •,£ > n:
= XnD ; : < - , Z > n:
= A- 1An+ 1  :< -,77 > <  > n:
= A"1r{A)JDI* :< >": .
Hence Z?*r(A) =  A- 1D* on monomials :< •,£ > n: .
Linearity of these maps, and the fact that every polynomial in V  can be written 
as a  linear combination of monomials of the form : < •,£ > n £ G S(Ml),n  G W,
implies that .D*r(A) =  A l D* on the dense subspace V. 
continuity of all mappings on (<S), that (1 ) holds 011 («S).
Now consider (2). We compute
D*ax <  •, /  > n =  (X v -  D v)ax < * , / > ”
=  X vax < • , /  > n —Dvax < • , / > "
=  X - ' ^ + 'X r j  < •./ > n - D vXn < • , / > "
=  A_ VaAT^ <  • , /  > n —Xo\Dv < - , / > "
=  (A~1or,\ArTj — XoxDq) < • , / > "
=  ^ ( A " 1* , ,  -  A£>„) < - , / > ”
=  o r ^ A " 1^  +  A - 1! ? ,  -  A£>„)
A similar argument as above shows that (2 ) holds 011 (5). ■
The proof of the following result is similar and omitted.
L em m a 1.7.5. For 77 6  S(M),  A G C,
(1) DrjOx ~  XaxDv.
(2) axXrj = XXrjCx = X Xvax.
(3) Z?„r(A) =  Ar(A)A,.
Now we can prove the Theorem 1.7.3.
P ro o f  o f th e  T h eo rem  1.7.3. By the Lemmas 1.7.4 and 1.7.5,
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Thus it follows from
C =  r ( - i ) o 1/v 2 r (V 2 ).
Also, using Lemmas 2.3.4 and 2.3.5,
D'„S = D '„T(- i )a , ls f in y / 2 )
=  r ( - i ) [ i o ^ 1/VJr ( ^ ) ]
=  i r ( - i ) CTl/^ [x /2 D ; +  v/2D„ -  -~ D „ ]T(V 2)
= ir(-i)a1/l/j[V2-J=r(\/2).D; + s/2V2T(^/2)Dv -  ± i / 2 r ( ^ / 2 ) D v] 
= ir(-i)<7:/v2[r(v/2)i5; + r (V2)]d v
= i r i - i j o ^ ^ r ^ D ; ,  +  i r ( - i ) o v ^ T ( V 2 ) D v 
=  iQ D* +
=
For (2),
c , a  =  J 3 „ r ( - i ) a i ; ^ r ( x /2 )
=  ,r<  i)-DtJcr1/ v/5E'(%/2 )
=  >r( i)o ^r( \/2)D^
= - iGDv.
For (3), take the adjoint of (1) and (2),
g*D v = i{D;g* + d vg ' )
and
q ' d ;  = -% D *g\
By adding them  together, we get the result.
C h a p te r  2  H e a t  E q u a tio n
2 . 1  G ro ss’ L ap lac ian  O p e ra to r
In this section we give a white noise description of Gross’ Laplacian which was 
originally formulated in abstract Wiener spaces.
The Gross’ Laplacian A c  was introduced by Gross [Gr 07] for functions de­
fined on an abstract Wiener space (H , B ). Suppose that tp is a  twice differentiable 
function on B such that tp"(x) is a  trace class operator on H  for every i £ B .  Then 
the Gross’ Laplacian A o f  tp is defined by :
(A g <p ) ( x ) = traceHy>"(x).
W hite noise calculus is the study of functionals on the white noise space 
(S'(Fl) ,B, p) using white noise {B{t) \ t  6  Ft} as coordinates. The partial differenti­
ation dt =  'qb(i) resPect to these coordinates are special cases of differentiation 
in the sense of Gateaux. Namely, we set dt = Dgt , where
d
Dy<j){x) := +  At/)|a=o, V e  S'(Ft).
Therefore dt is the Gateaux derivative in the direction of St , t G Ft.
As mentioned in Chapter 1.7, for every t € FI, dt is continuous on (<S). By d*
, t € Ft, we denote the adjoint of the operator dt , and it is a linear operator from 
(S)* into (S)*, continuous with respect to the weak topology.
Note th a t in the white noise space (S'(Ft), B , p.), the Gaussian measure is 
actually supported in the space S - p(Fl) for any p > Thus (L2(F t ) ,S -p(Ft)) is 
an abstract Wiener space (cf. Chapter 1.1). Therefore for a function tp defined on 
S'(Ft),  we can consider its restriction to some S-.p(Fl) for p > \  and define A g <P if 
it exists.
We can use the following
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T h eo rem  2.1.1. Suppose <p is twice L 2(JR)~ differentiable 011 some <SLP{2R), p > 1, 
such that <p'(x) G <S_p(2f?) and <p"{x) is a trace class operator of L 2(JR) for all x  in 
S - P(]R). Then tp is twice £(i)-differentiable and
A g 'P =  /  dt2tpdt.
Jm
For the proof, see [Kuo 84].
R e m a rk . Note that in white noise calculus, {B{t) \ t  G Ml] is regarded as a coordi­
nate system so that Jm d2(pdt is the infinite dimensional analogue of ]T)j=i
In this section we will consider Ac<p for ip in (S ). For a function /  G S(lRn), 
define the trace of / ,  t r f  G S ( M n~2), by
( t r f ) ( u ) =  [  f ( t , t ,  u)dt, u  G M n~2.
Jm.
Also for any F  G «S'(5?*“ 2) and /  G S{M n), let
(F ® T r , f )  =  {F,tr f) ,
so that T r  =  f  dtSt®2.
By using the above, we have the following useful residt in [HKPS].
T h e o re m  2.1.2. The Gross Laplacian Ac  is a continuous linear operator from (S) 
into itself. Moreover, for (p G (<S) represented by
OO
V(x) = £<: i®"
n=0
AgV5 is given by
OO
A G<p{x) =  X  n (n  ”  1^ : ®0(n_2) t r f n).
t l — 2
For the proof, see [HKPS].
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2.2 G ro ss ’ T h e o re m
In this section we will look at the solution of the heat equation in the finite 
dimensional case and in abstract Wiener spaces. Consider the finite dimensional 
heat equation on M k
— u(t ,x )  =  - A Xu(t ,x ) ,  t > 0 , x  € M k,
u(0 ,x)  = f ( x ) .  (1 )
where /  is a suitable function for the initial condition. This equation can be solved 
conveniently by the technique of Fourier transform. We shall denote it as follow:
0(y) =  (- /= = )fc [  e~ '<x'v>9 {x)d.x, (2)
V 2 -7T Jm.*
for g £ S ( M k).For a function u( t ,x )  depending on t £ JR+ and on x  £ M k, we 
denote its Fourier transform (2) with respect to the x  variable also by u(t ,y) .  Then 
equation (1 ) reads as follows:
^■ u(/,2/) =  ~ ^ \ y \ 2u( t ,y )
u(o,y) = f(y)-
Hence, the solution is given by
u{t ,y)  = f { y ) e - kt \yf . (3)
By taking the inverse Fourier transform, we obtain the solution of (1)
u( t ,x )  = ( ~ 7= = ) k f  f { z )e  ' «*' dz. 
y/2nt Jmk
In the infinite dimensional case, Gross [Gr 67] has studied the analogue of 
equation (1) on an abstract W iener spaces (H , B ):
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c) 1— u{t,x) = - A Gu{t,x),  t > Q , x £ B  
u(0 ,x ) =  /(x ) , (5)
where A c  is Gross’ Laplacian operator defined in section 2 .1 .
Let Pt denote the Wiener measure on B  with variance f. For a bounded Lip- 
1 function /  defined on B,  the function u(t ,x)  =  JB / ( x  +  y)Pt(dy) satisfies the 
equation (5).
T h e o re m  2 .2 .1 . Let /  be a bounded Lip-1 function in B. Then
a) D 2Ptf ( x )  € L(i)(H),  for all x  G 5 ,  where is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator.
b) For each c >  0, the map (t,x ) i—> D 2Ptf ( x )  is uniformly continuous from 
[c,oo)xB  into L^)(H) .
c) u ( t ,x) = P t f (x )  is uniformly continous on [c,oo)xB.
d) For each t > 0, Off exists uniformly on x and
For the proof, see [Kuo 75], [Or 67].
R e m a rk . linif_o t i ( £ , x )  =  / ( x )  uniformly in x .  Hence Ptf (x )  solves the heat
trac eD2u(tyx).
equation ^ ( f , x )  =  j tra c eD2u(t ,x)  with initial condition f  which is bounded Lip- 
1 function.
2.3. T h e  H e a t E q u a tio n  in W h ite  N oise Space 
Consider the heat equation in the white noise space
=  ^A.Gu(t,x) ,  t > 0, x € (6 )
where A G =  f  d2dt is the Gross’ Laplacian operator, as described in section
2.1.
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Let P t denote the W iener measure 011 S '(M)  with t > 0. Then the following 
holds.
Lemma 2.3.1. Let <pn(x) = < : x®n >, f n e  S ( M n), x  € S'(JR). Define
Pt<Pn(x) = J  (p{x + y)Pt(dy).
Then Pt<pn {x) is the solution of the equation (G).
P ro o f .
Pt<pn{x) =  J  <pn (x + y)Pt(dy)
= J  <: (x + y ) ® » : J n > P t(dy)
=  / < :  (« +  \fty)®n : , / n > ii(dy)
= / X  ( ^ j  C  {Vty)®k :,gk > fi{dy)%
where gk —< x®n~k, f n > . Now compute as follow.
Ifc/2) /  . \
<: ( ^ 7/)®fc :,</* > =  X  ( 2  J (2i "  1 )!!{“ 1 )i (V^)fc“ 2i{l "  t)j  < : >
=  E  ( 2j-J (W -  1 ) » ( - 1 ) J'( 1  -  t y  < *®‘ ~M > .
where we used a  formula for : (Ay)®n : from [PY 89]. Note tha t
J  <: :,TV®j'<7& > =  0
unless A; =  2j. Hence we have
J  < : (y/ty)®k :,gk > fi(dy) =  (2 j  -  1 ) ! ! ( - 1 ) J (1  -  t ^ T r ^ j .
Therefore,
■PtV»n(®) =  X )  ( / ! )  /  < : (v^!/)® fc :,<7fc >  M^Z/)
A:=0 \  J
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k=0 k=2j
= E  (y ) (2 ; - l ) l l ( - l )>( i - t ) i1iJ <*®“_‘,/»>
k=2j
[ n f 2] / \
= E  ^2j.J ( 2 j - l ) ! ! ( - l ) i ( l - i ) i <a:®(n- 2:’''®'IVI' , / „ > .  (7)
Now differentiate with respect to t. Then we obtain
[n/2]o / „  \
s [«p«(*)] = E  ( 2iJ (2j _ - 1)5'-1 < /„ >
• <  a:®<"-2* - 2>®TVfc+1, / n > . (8 ) 
On the other hand, we can compute the Gross’ Laplacian of Pt<p as follows.
[n/2] / „  \
Ao[P,(?(*)] = A <3 E  ( 2J  (23' “  1>ll<_ 1 ) ^ 1 ~ t ) j  < U  >
W 2| y \
=  E  ( 2j ) M  -  l ) ! ! ( - i r  ( l  -  t )Hn -  2 j ) (n  -  2j  -  1 )-
• < x®(n- 2j‘- 2)®TVMr/n >
[n /2 ]_ 1  / n \
• < £®*n - 2j'“ 2)®TYJ'+1, f n >
[n/2] /  \
■ <  i 0 (" _2|!_2 )® 'B1+1, / „  > .
It is easy to see that
I  ( 2i )  <2 i “  1)!!(" -  2*)(" -  2* -  1) = 2)  <fc + l)(2fc +  1)!!.
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Hence we have
O r , 1
— [p t tpn] =  - A  c Pt<pn
Lemma 2.3.1 shows that for tp in ra-th homogenuous chaos, Pttp is a sohition 
of the equation (6 ).
Also, one can consider the algebra of exponential function A. We have the 
following result.





ttp(x) =  I e<x+'^ y'^> fi(dy)
JS'(R)
=  [  e<x't> e<s/*y't> n(dy)
J s >(r )
=  e<x,*> [  e<s/ly^> p{dy) 
J S ' ( R )'<*)
j t (Pt<P)(z) = \ e < x*>+± I ^ . | e i 2 (9)
AG(Pt<p)(%) =  J  du2e<x^>+^ ^ d u
=  e < * . C > + i l € l i . | ^ g .  ( i o )
Hence =  jA c(Pt^>){x). Therefore, by linearity we can conclude that
for every tp 6  A, Pt<p(x) is a solution of equation (6 ). ■
Now we extend the function tp to (S ). Consider tp £ (S ). Then by Theorem 
4.53 of [HKPS], there exist po > |  and constant C > 0 such that for all w > po,




By making w large enough {depending 011 t) so that
where v > |  and a  is such th a t Fernique’s theorem (cf. [ Kuo 75]) applies, with the 
result that
where Co is some constant. Note th a t (L2(M ) ,S V{M), p)  is an abstract Wiener
for all w  large enough, and the constant depends 011 x  and t. Thus, for all x  6  
S'(1R), t > 0, tp E (S), Pttp{x) is well defined. Since P* is linear, the above 
estim ation shows that tp —* Pttp(x) is continuous from (S)  into <D. Therefore, if 
tpn converges to tp in (S), then for every x  E S'(]R), t E JR+, Pt<Pn(x) converges 
to Pttp(x) in C. In particular this convergence holds if tpn approximates tp in (S) 
by a polynomial or by a sum of exponential functions. Now consider the function 
x  t—► Pttp(x) for t > 0 fixed, tp e  (<S) fixed. From the Lemma 5.2 of [KPY 90], the 
m ap is C°° in every direction of S'(JR) in Gateaux sense. Now we want to prove 
the following fact.
T h e o re m  2 .3 .3 . For any tp E (<S), Pttp 6  (S ).
To prove the theorem, one can consider the A p norm introduced in [Le 91] , 
see also [HKPS]:
A p, p E W , is space of all (strongly) continuous function /  on S'(JR), so that 
the  restriction of /  to S - P(M) is entire analytic and /  is finite in the following norm:
space if v >
Therefore, we have
< Const.\\tp\\2 ,we ( 12)
ll/IUp :=  sup |f ( z ) \ e  i |21
2
z e s - p{m)
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To see that Pttp belongs to A p, one needs to check the following:
1 . Pttp is analytic 011 S - P(1R.).
2. supzeS_p(2re) \Pttp(z)\e 2 |z|2. - p < o o .
P ro o f  o f 1. Set Pt<p(x. +  zy) := f  tp(x + zy +  \Ztu)p(du). This is well defined as 
can be proved by an estimate as above.
Now we show that Pttp is entire analytic in the sense of Hille and Phillips [HP 57],
is entire analytic. First we give an argument that this mapping is continuous. 
By lee's result [Le 91] (cf. also [HKPS]), tp has an entire analytic extention to 
the complexified Schwartz space of tempered distributions S^iJR). Therefore, in 
particular the mapping z »-* tp(x +  zy) is continuous from (C into itself for all 
tp € (S ) , x , y  € S'(M).  On the other hand, the estimation (11), (12) shows that 
<p(x +  zy  4- \/tu)  is integrable with respect to p(du ), uniformly in z on bounded 
subsets of € .  Thus we may apply the uniform convergence theorem to conclude 
that
is continuous. Therefore, we may integrate z  t—► Pttp(x + zy) over any closed contour 
in €:
where we used Fubini’s theorem in the first step, and Cauchy’s theorem in the last.
i.e.,
2  h-v Pttp(x + zy)
=  0 ,
(Recall tha t z  tp(x + zy  + y/tu) is analytic.) Hence by Morera’s theorem, Pttp is 
analytic.
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P ro o f  o f 2. By using a theorem of [Le 91] (cf. also [HKPS]) and (12),





for large enough q > p + 2. Thus we have for all p € IVo,
Hence Pt<p belongs to A v for any p 6  IVo. Since by the result in [Le 89], [HKPS], 
A  — n A p is homeomorphic to («S), Pt<p belongs to (<S). Therefore, the theorem is 
proved. ■
From the proof of the Theorem 2.3.3, we have the following fact.
C o ro lla ry  2.3.4. P* is continuous on (<S).
Moreover, from [KPY 90], (Ptip)(x) has the following representation:
where - j r -  € (<S)*, t > 0, x  G S'iJR). So if we can prove that (Pt(p)(x) solve the
heat equation, then d,̂ iT is the fundamental solution. To show that for tp € (<S), 
Pt(p(x) is the solution of the heat equation, we need the following lemma.




P ro o f . By Corollary 2.3.4, we know that Pt ]>2m=o converges to Pt<p, since 
2m = o  P™ converges to <p in (<S) . Now we have the following facts;
1. From [KPY 90], Pttpn (z)  is differentiable on 1R+, with respect to t,
2. By the result in [HKPS], A q is continuous on (<S),
3. By the Corollary 2.3.4, Pt are continuous on («S),
4. By the Lemma 2.3.1, -^P tipn — ±AGPtVn G (S).
By the facts above, £,T=i §iPt<Pn =  \ ^ c P t
Next, we need to see the uniform convergence of '§tPt<Pn(.x) on t  £ T,
where T  is some interval in 1R+ . Since — \ ^ c P t  (Pni i*- is
enough to show th a t A GPt<Pn converges uniformly in t on some interval T.
Using the coutinutity of A <7 , we find the following estim ate similarly as above: For 
some p  £  iV ,
|AcPiP,,(*)l < C„||AgP1v?„||2.„c'2|i|"-»
<  C\\PtVnh , p+ne ^ - r , 
where C  is the some constant and where q is large enough. Also
\\PtVnh ,P+<7 — I J  <pn(■ + y/iy)p(dy)\\2,p+<i
<  J  ||v>»(- + \ f ty )h ,P+qp{dy).
Since <pn (x + y/ty) =  ( r ^ v ’nX*). where (ry<p)(x) =  (p{x +  y),
ll^nC’ +  'Jty) ||2,p+/7 =  ||'rv/tI/¥?n||2,p+9*
Also since t t-+ WT^yipnWv^+q is continuous from JR+ into M+,  one cau conclude 
th a t for every bounded interval T  C (0 ,0 0 ), \ \ T y i y p n \\2, p +q  is bounded.
Therefore, for any t € T,




\ A c P i ^ 7 i ( x ) \  <  K y j - y / n \ e 2 \x]& ' - p | | / n | | 2 ,p+q,
where K v,t  is some constant depending on T  and y.
Therefore,
\A GPtipn (x)\ < K ytTe2W*'-r ^  >/rii\\fn\\2 ,p+q
n=0 n=0
=  K y r e W i - r  j P  v^ ? | | / „ | | 2 .p + , +1 • 2 - "
n=0
OO
< K v,T e1" Z - ’ y ||2 lP+, + , ( ^ 2 - " ) i .
n=0
Therefore, X) -^Pt<pn{x) is uniformly convergent with respect to t on some bounded 
interval T. Hence the statement of the Lemma follows. ■
By Lemmas 2.3.1, and 2.3.4, we have the following result.
T h e o re m  2.3.6. For any ip E (<S), (p(t, •) =  Pt<p E (S) solves the initial value
problem
A j
— <p(t,x) =  - A a <p{t,x), x  E S'(M),  
ip{0,x) = <p(x).
Moreover, d^ x € («S)* is the fundamental solution of the heat equation.
2.4 S — a n d  T —T ransform s o f th e  F u n d a m en ta l S o lu tion
Now we can look at the various aspects of the fundamental solution 6
(«S)*, t > 0, x  E S'(1R).
For t > 0, x  E S'{lR),(p E (<S), we have a ^ T x(p E (S), by Theorems 3.3 and
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3.8 of [KPY]. We may define Ptip(x) = <  1 ,a^iTx(p > and
Pt<p{x) =  J  (a y/iTx<p)(y)dfi(y)
= J  ip(\fty + x)dti{y)
= J  'p{v)dt*t,x(y)i
where fj,tfX is the Gaussian measure on (5'(J7?),i?) with mean x  and covariance 
operator t • Id.
Using (5.3) of [KPY], Pt can be represented as follows: nt,x can be represented 
by a Hida distribution d,̂ T € (<S)*, and we can write (f > 0 , x € S'(JR))
{Pt<p)(x) =  (12)
Now we want to find S -  and T-transform of d‘̂ iT;
*15l“ [  e<y'^>Pt(x, dy)
atl Js'(JR)
= e- m i  f  e<z+x,^>Pt(dz)
,<*,€> f  e ^ ' ^ d n i z )  
Js ' (m
- e - i K B e '
'  '  
= lae<!B’€>ea*IC,a 
|2
=  e- 4 o - « e<x.e> ( 1 3 )
Consider in 1-dimensional space, let ft,x{y) = e~*k(y~x^ ~ i x*+vx[{l +  A:)]1/2, 
then S  transform at £ is given as follows.
S ( f t , x ) ( 0  ~  J  e y * f t , x ( y ) d f i ( y )
=  e ~ ^  J  ey*e-*kly- xf - $ x*+vx • [det(l +  h)]^2dfx(y)
=  e - ^ V ^ l  +  k)l !2- ^ =  f  ev*e-*kiv- x)*+vxe - i y2dy
v 2 tt J
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=  e_ ^ 2e“ *l5 ( l  +  k) l /2- l = e - * kx3 • f  ey*e“ *(fc+1)!' V +1(yx)d7/
v27r 7
=  e - ^ V ^ + ^ O  +  /c)1/ 2 • [  - i = e -i<*+1)va+!/[(*+i)*+€ldy
7 v 2tt
=  e- ^ 2e- “(fc+1)x2 ei^ 1^ 2+2l€T+T + <r;^ rl
with k  =  the Last expression agrees with (13).
In infinite dimensional analogue, choose {kn } such that kn converging to k, i.e., 
let k • =  J2m=\ k7n < -,em > em on L 2(JR), km > - 1  +  e, em £ S{M).
Consider
$n,x(z/) =  e x p [-^ (<  y x, kn(y -  x) > ) -  i  < x , x  > +  <  y , x  >]
where kn• =  ^ )■] kni <  •, em 5> cm
1 .71 .. 1
=  exP [~2  ^ 2  km < y -  x , e m >2 - -  < x , x  > + < y , x  >]. (15)
Then <S-transform of ^ n,x is
5 $ „ ,I (i/) =  e-iM * J  e<v'*>- t ' E i km<v- x’em>* - t <x'x>+<v'x>dii(y)
_ y e< y .€> -*E rfcm «^m > *+ < -^> *-a< V ..m><X^m»
■ e -*< x'x>+<v'x>dft(y)
=  e— fc"‘<2:>c"'>2—̂ <x>x>
Let
/ » . * « )  =  /  e<v<Z>~h Y l"  fcm < y . e m > 2 + X ^ "  m
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D ecom pose f  in to  £' +  S m = i  <  £>em >  w here £ ' is orthogonal to  th e  em for all 
m  =  1 ,2 , • • •, n. T hen
/„,*(£) = f  e<y'^>dn(iy) • f  eEi “»>[(fcm+i)im+U|-5X!i
J Jntn
• e~v S i  u"* • dum/ ( 27r)n^2 
w here u m —<C. y^Gm x m —<C x , e m i>, and  =<C > .
=  e^U'la • TT / c»Kfc...+i)*„.+e„,)-i(fc~.-H)u2 du 
™=J \f72/K
=  e m i . jQ  ( 1 ) .  e^ fc">+1) l ^ + ^ + ( r ^ ]
m=l V^m +  1
=  e 2 l̂  ^ (det f l  +  kn ))~*/2 e 2 Sm=i^fcm+1lI »>+2l",^",+^»>^fcm+1ll 
=  e ^ ' l * ( d e t ( l  +  fcn ) ) - V 2 e l i < * . ( f c „ + i ) « > + < « . C > + 4 < C , x^ T C>l>
H ence
<S$n,x(0 — e “ 2^*2 _ ^ S i  /-n<:E.c..>a- 7 < I >:,:>
. e ’ N' lse * < ^ + D * > + < * , ? > + * < « , .  jdet(1  +  fcn)] - i /2  
=  e - i E " l ^ ' l 2+^ E "  T ^ + rl^ 'l2e< I ’«> [d e t(l +  A:„)]"1/2 
=  e _ 5 < ^’ *+̂ >' • e <a:,^> [ d e t { l  +  A:n )] - 1 ^2. (1 6)
I.e.,
<S[(det(l +  /.n ) ) i /2 e -i< » -* .fc -{y -* )> e -4< * ,*> + < w ,*> ]^j
=  S[yV{e- ^ <y-I,fc,,(y-:E)> }e- ^ < I ’I>+<!/’:E>] ( 0
=  e~ ^ < '̂T+ ^ ^ > e <x' >̂ . (17)
w here Mg ( x )  =  S(g(^)>- ^ h e  â s t expression converges to  e“ 2 <^’TTre>  • e<x,e> 
w hich can be considered as 5 -tran sfo rm  of
j \ fe- h <x’kx>o : e<m'x> : .
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I.e.,
5[A fe-*<x’fca:>o : e< ’x> :](£) =  «S[A/V" 3 <x,fcx>](f) • <S[: e < ’x> :](£)
=  e-7<«-TTT?> . e<x’€>. (18)
Hence we can conclude that the «S-trausform of M e ~ 5 <‘_a:Ai(--x)>-i<i,z>+<-,x> 
converges to the 5-transform of N e ~ * <x'kx>o : e<,x> :. With k = (18)
coincides with (13). Therefore we can express as N e ~ ? <x'kx>o : e<,x>
R em ark . Also from [Kuo 91], = G where Gax,c is the white noise
Gaussian function with a, c e  C, .t e  S'(JR).
Now let us look at the T-transform of the fundamental solution .dji
From the relation between S  and T-transfonn:
(Sr>)f f) =
T </>(0 =  (SV)(ie )e - il£ls.
Hence
T ( ^ - ) ( £ )  = e- i < ^ . r | r ‘e>e< x ^ > e- i | s |2 
an
=  ga <£>(x+r — i)£>g*<a:>£>
=  e- a <t>TTT^>e,<I '^>, (19)
Therefore we can conclude the following:
T h eo rem  2.4.1. The T -  transform of the fundmental solution of the heat equation 
is given as following:
afi
where k =  .
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2.5 F o u rie r T ran sfo rm  of th e  F u n d a m e n ta l S o lu tio n
For the Fourier Transform of the fundamental solution - ^ T-, we will use the 
following relation;
F  = T ~ lS
where F  represents the Fourier transformation, i.e., T<& =  for any <D in
(5)*.
First we check tha t this formula is true for finite dimensional case.
E x am p le  1 . Consider the Dirac distribution 6t , t 6  JR.




\/^7r“  - / a  I
-  1 f  c~ H f  9-2iy(€-x)) dl
y/2n J  y/2n
= ~ ^ = e - ^ S - x)\  (2 0 )
( « . ) ( { )  =  f  S * (y )e '* - i?  d,i(y )
\/27r
-  (21)
Hence S  = T!F. I.e., T  =  !F 1S .
E x a m p le  2. Consider the Gaussian f ( y )  =
j r / ( 7 ) =  - L  [  e - ^ - ^ e - ^ d y  
v27T 7
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=  _ ^ c- £ * a f  e- -k[v* -W * -n a))dy 
v 2 t t  J
=  y/Ee-*7x - ia 7s (2 2 )
Its T-transformation is,
(7 7 1 (0  = V Z [  e - w - i ^ e ^ d r t l )
] ____
y/2n
=  —̂ ^ = e 3(o+D^ *)'
\Za-pT
The ^-transformation of /(?/) is;
=  e •■'o 2 s I e
a
(23)
(  -^v'+^+iv-W JlL
J  V2¥
= e-**8-^ 2 f  e- ^ [ y 3- ^ ^ + 0 ) J lL
J  ^
=  J  a e- A «a - ^ 3 . ^ ( r f c r > 3(*+0 3
V 1 +  O
I a __LT2_ ic 2  2_( i i  + l i i+ f2)
—  /  --------------- g  J o  2  ^  .  g  2 ( o  + 1  ) * a  '
V  1  +  a
=  I a c-h{Z*( l-7^-7& +x*{-z--ZTT'—,)) 
y 1 +  a
2(a + l )^_X)a. (24)
1 -{- CL
Hence T T  =  S  on one dimensional case. Therefore we can conclude that in finite 
dimensional case, T  =  T -1«S holds.
In particular, one get from this;
e-STT*^--1)2]^ )  =  v ^ e - ^ e " 2072,
y 1 +  a
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or,
r ~ i[_L e- £ ( - * )aj(7 ) _  e- iy Xe- ^ t - i ) y ^  
v t
or,
How about T - 1 of « S (^ ^ ) (£ )  =  e- « ( 1- t)l^2+<a:̂ > ?
From (2.7),
5 ( ^ ) ( ^ )  =  e - i < f , d - < K >  . e < * , ? >
dfi
~  e_ 7<£’TTr?> . „»<-**,£>
where L =
Thefore
=  T [det(l +  L )ae_ 5<y+«-t (y+*a:)>e-3 < -^ .-t3 :>  . e<i/,-tx>j
=  qr\  ̂ r--(f<y,y>r.-iL<x,ii>^<x.Lx>+^<x.x>-icx,x->]
J
— T=7<y-J/>e- i<I .(-rb+1)!/>e 5 < i.( i+ i) i> j^ j
f
yj 1 — t
'T~lS { d^ t'x )(y) =  — -___e- 2rr=TTte|yl2+2i<x’y>“ lI l2)
v d/z A>"  v T ^ I
Hence we can conclude the following:
T h e o re m  2.5.1. The Fourier transform of the fundamental solution of the heat 
equation is given as following:
^ t,x)(y) = ^ ~ - -w,1_,\b<y.y>+2t<g,y>-<x,3:>l
dfJ, y / l —t
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